Extended Writing Opportunities






Literacy- Superhero character description.
Literacy- Superhero story.
History- write about the achievements of
a significant figure.
R.E- retell the story of Mary Jones and
why the Bible is important to her and how
she shows it.
Science- write up a science investigation
exploring which is the best material to
make a given super hero’s suit with.

Science
Identify different materials and identify objects in the classroom
which are made of different materials.
Sort and group everyday materials on the basis of physical
properties.
Investigate why materials are used to make certain objects.
Investigate which materials can change shape, which remain
changed and which return to their original shape. Use play dough
to ensure pupils understand the scientific language- bending,
squashing, stretching and twisting.
Investigate which material would be best for making a Superhero
costume/ cape which must be strong, waterproof and flexible.








Topic: Superheroes




Term: Autumn 1

Year 2

Computing
Hector’s World- Learn about how to stay
safe online/ when using technology.

Geography
Secret Bases

Design a secret base for a super hero,
record as a map/ plan which uses a key.

Choose a superhero- copy an image and
write about them using Publisher.

Text(s):

Hook
SUPERHERO CAPE/
COSTUME

Text(s):
Supertato
Superworm
Eliot Midnight Superhero
Superhero Hotel




Humanities
Focus:History-The Lives of Significant Individulas
in the past who have contributed to internation
acheivements.

Learn about female pioneers including
Amelia Earheart, Rosa Park an Edith
Cavell.

Learn about heroes of their time
including William Wilberforce.



P.E

PSHE
Talk about people who are lifesavers.
Discuss how we keep safe.



Beanbag throw and kick rounders.
R.E

Text(s):
How can we
keep safe in different places?
Supertato

Design rules for keeping safe in
Superwormdifferent places; including online.
Eliot Midnight Superhero

Learn about people who work in
Superhero Hotel
the community: asking for help;
including an emergency.





Explore how we can belong to different groups.
Read the story of Mary Jones and her Bible- retell the story/ write as Mary.
Learn about how St Cuthbert’s Life- create a stain glass window which tells the key message of his life.



Percussion and singing/ keeping a steady beat.

Music




Creativity
Focus: D.T
Design a superhero vehicle and plan how
it will be constructed and the materials/
equipment needed.
Make a superhero vehicle.
Evaluate the vehicles thinking about what
was successful and what might be
changed, modified and improved.

